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T

his book is dedicated to all
my regular and semi-regular
customers that have kept my

little nursery in Solana Beach open
for the past 25 years. Hopefully I’ve
lured you in with quality plants at
a fair price and good advice. But
I know there are a handful of you
that, while you definitely are into the
plants, probably spend money at my
place at least partially because you
like to see a small business succeed.
The same plant might have been
cheaper at Home Depot (if they
had it). For that I thank you. And for
those of you for whom I’ve served
as an enabler for your addiction,
well sorry, but I know it has brought
you happiness, and you too have
helped keep me in business. Now,
please, read this book and expand
your list of succulents you didn’t
know you needed.

Dudleya brittonii
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PREFACE

T

his is the third in what I hope will be a series of books about succulents in
cultivation. My first book, Under the Spell of Succulents, took a broad overview
of succulents in captivity, and the various ways we engage with them. One of

my frustrations was how I could only offer a 5 or 10 page glimpse of some of the major
plants in all the various genera – there was so much more to show and tell, but a book
can only be so thick. So, with the modest success of that first book, I was able to fund
and publish my second project, Aloes and Agaves in Cultivation. Now I’m focusing
here on some of the most popular succulents – the various soft, fleshy and colorful
plants that are probably most deserving of the term ‘succulent’. There is nary a spine
or anything even close to sharp on any of the plants featured in this book – indeed,
you could take a dive into and roll around on any of these juicy creatures, and the only
damage would be to the plants and maybe stains on your clothes. These softies will
pass the nervous grandma test.
My first thought for this book was to call it ‘Aeoniums and Echeverias’, as those were
the two primary genera I wanted to cover – and still do receive the most coverage
here. But I wasn’t sure there was a big enough market for just those two groups. And
if I did that book, would I do a later book dedicated to sedums, crassulas, kalanchoes,
etc.? Would there be enough of a market for that volume? How many books do I
have in me? I slowly came around to the idea of a book dedicated to all the soft and
gorgeous succulents so currently in favor. And although a majority of the genera here
are from the broad crassulaceae family, that would be a misleading title, because the
casual succulent aficionado associates that term with only the crassula genus, which
resides within the larger crassulacaea family but is really only a small part of it. Since
the succulents in this book have been included on the basis of looks, compatibility
and ‘feel’ over proper botanical relationship, the best descriptive term I could come
up with was ‘soft’. Implicit in that term is a lack of spines or serrations, which is a
characteristic of many succulents (which are often also ‘soft’ below their defensive
armor). Plus, ‘soft’ is a nice, disarming term for those who associate succulents with
‘cactus’, and it kept the book title short and simple.
Most of the plants in this book are from Africa, Mexico or South America, although
the dudleyas lay claim to being one of the few ornamental succulents from California
and northern Baja. I’ve introduced most of the groups with some habitat images, and
in the case of dudleyas, I might have more habitat images than cultivation shots, as
their habitat is in my backyard and I’ve got some really nice images. But this book is
primarily about how we grow these plants in cultivation. If you’ve read either of my
previous books, I make it apparent that I’m addressing most of the cultural advice to
my fellow Californians – which is where I live and the majority of succulent enthusiasts
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B

y choosing ‘soft succulents’ as the title of this book, it should be
apparent that I am selecting plants/genera based on appearance
and physical characteristics, not necessarily upon botanical or
Linnaean categories. Many of these plants are fairly easy to identify into
the proper genus at a glance – at least once you’ve been around them
for a while. Most aeoniums have similar rosettes of thin leaves with
very tiny serrations and grow on stalks. But there is at least one, Aeonium nobile, that has such thick and fleshy leaves that I at first thought
it was a type of echeveria. Sedums and crassulas are both very diverse
genera, and it can be a challenge figuring out which group a certain
bushy succulent belongs to (flowers can be a ‘tell’). The mesemb group
is huge and highly variable. Most have jelly-like or ‘gumby’-like translucent leaves. Kalanchoes are also variable, some fuzzy, all soft and a bit
delicate, with a few that don’t really look like the rest of the family. The
goal with this book is to give you an idea of what each group basically
looks like, and identification will become easier over time.
If you’re new to the world of succulent plants, be aware that ‘succulent’
or ‘succulence’ is just a descriptive term, and is not a botanical classification. Succulents are plants from dry climates that have evolved bodies
(or leaves or roots) that store water to get them through dry times. There
are some plant groups or families that are primarily not succulent, but
have certain members that have slowly adapted to their particular climate as it became more arid, and are now what we can call ‘succulent’
in nature. This evolutionary adaptation can give them a plumpness that
often has a visual appeal, or a unique architecture that helps them stand
apart from the rest of the botanical world. They can run the gamut from
cute and comical to staggeringly beautiful to strange to almost scary.
There is a tremendous diversity in form within the succulent realm, yet
after a while, you just know one when you see one. And for those of us
that live within the proper climate ( i.e. mediterranean), they are among
the easiest of plants to keep alive. If you live where it gets too cold or
too wet (or even too hot, believe it or not), you can still grow these as
container plants in sunny windows or outdoors during the proper time
of year, but not as year-round landscape plants.
The majority of plants featured can be found either in general or specialty
nurseries, some more available than others. Some of the more rare succulents are so not due to the difficulty of keeping them alive, but because of
the difficulty of propagating them into more plants. Single rosette, non-offsetting plants such as many dudleyas and some echeverias must be grown
from seed, which can be a long and laborious project. Others are much
easier. One of the most common plants in California is the ‘jade’, Crassula
ovata, and I’m sure a large number of those weren’t consciously planted;
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better in a mediterranean as opposed to desert climate, with a
few exceptions. In the U.S., the easiest climate for these plants
is California, from the Mexican border to the San Francisco
bay area, from the coast to the foothills. The farther from the
coast you get, the more some plants can be affected by summer heat or winter cold. The extra winter rain farther north
can be great for some plants (aeoniums), difficult for many
others. You might think a tropical area like Florida would be
good for succulents, and it is for some, but many have a tough
time. When I told Bill Branch from Fort Myers, Florida, that
I was planning a book on these plants, he offered up his experience (see following page).
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Not included in this book will be aloes and agaves (I already
wrote a book about those – you should get it). Almost all agaves
have wicked spines, but there is at least one exception, Agave
attenuata – the ‘Boutin’s Blue’ form is seen above right. Aloes
tend to look spiny, although most have very benign serrations
that won’t draw blood, and a few, such as Aloe striata, above
left, have completely smooth edges. There are even true cacti
that are spineless, albeit often in aberrant forms, such as the
‘Totem Pole’, Lophocereus schottii v. monstrose, seen below
left. In the normal, non-monstrose form, this same species
is very spiny. There are also quite a few of the ‘orchid’ cacti,
such as the famous ‘Christmas cactus’ or various epiphyllums,
as well as some pereskias, that make a very weak attempt at
forming anything resembling a spine or thorn. Below right is
Euphorbia leucodendron, one of many euphorpbias that lack
spines. However, most euphorbias are more rigid in structure,
and have a nasty white latex sap, which makes them not as
friendly to play with as the plants featured in this book. I hope
to cover them in a future volume.

‘’Most soft succulents rot here. Sedum nussbaumerianum does very well
though, along with graptopetalum and any graptoverias such as ‘Fred
Ives’. Echeverias all rot. Also, portuacaria and carpobrotus do well.
Aeoniums are instantly dead. Chalk sticks barely survive the summer
monsoons but rebound in the fall.”
– Bill Branch

So you sort of have to learn as you go which ones are easy for you and
which aren’t. Wherever you live, a good sunny window (some direct sun
every day) usually works, which may get your plants through the winter.
If you are really into it, you may want to have a heated greenhouse for
half the year. Almost universally, these plants don’t want to freeze and are
adverse to snow or the conditions leading up to it.
I have owned a succulent nursery for 25 years, and there are still times that
I’ll look at a soft succulent, and not only will the name not pop into my head
(this may be age related), but even the genus isn’t immediately apparent.
It could be a sedum, or a crassula, or something more obscure. This might
be because my brain is at capacity for Latin plants names, but more likely
because there are cases of convergent evolution and quite a few intergeneric crosses. Echeverias can be crossed with sedums to create sedeverias,
or with pachyphytums to create pachyverias. There are graptosedums as
well. Sometimes a grower will isolate a particular sport or cultivar (a visually
unique individual plant), grow it on and propagate it, and give it its own
cultivar name – sometimes through the proper channels, sometimes not.
Or two different growers will do the same cross at different locations and
times, and give the same plant two different names – and the plants might
even look a little different. Different growers sometimes make up their own
names even if a previously accepted name exists (I’m not naming names,
but you know who you are). So don’t feel bad if you’re not sure exactly
which plant you have; what’s important is that you have it and you like it.
You can properly identify it eventually. Maybe.
That last statement can be a sore spot for some plant collectors, but
it’s a reality. You can’t trust general nurseries to always have succulents
properly labeled. There are just too many varieties, and the growers
that produce them don’t always know some of the subtle differences of
the many types and cultivars. The plant might come with a label that
just says ‘succulent’ or maybe it gets a little closer and just gives you
the genus. Unless you’re buying from a succulent specialty nursery, you
certainly can’t expect the employees to know the entire succulent spectrum. And even those of us with succulent nurseries have to guess sometimes at the unlabeled plants we acquire. I’m hoping this book helps a
little, but I’m quite sure some of the plants ‘identified’ herein will be the
subject of dispute.
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What exactly is a succulent? One thing
to keep in mind is that the word is really
just a description, and not by any means
a type of Linnaean botanical classification. It just means ‘juicy’, and regarding
plants, the word applies to those that
hold water in their leaves, stems or roots.
They do this because they are primarily
from arid parts of the world where rain is
infrequent, and plants from many different families and genera have evolved this
survival mechanism as their habitat dried
up over time. The most famous type of
succulents are probably those from the
cactus family, but as the term ‘succulent’
has become more known and accepted,
it generally now applies to all succulent
plants that are not cactus. The phrase
‘Cactus and Succulents’ is used often,
even though that is technically redundant.

Top left: This little aeonium jungle greets visitors at Succulent Gardens
in Watsonville, CA. I can’t speak for the designer, but I bet this little
slope started as a collection of 1-gallon plants, which just morphed in
unexpected ways over time to create an eye-pleasing but not wholly
expected composition of drifts and colors. Gardening can be a series
of happy accidents.
Below left: A grower’s flat of Aeonim arboreum v. holochrysum
displaying seasonal tannic stripes.

Right: One of the
geometrically
‘stacked‘ crassulas,
the dainty little
Crassula ‘caput
minima‘.
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An unidenfied dudlya, possibly D. candida. Don’t think the tips are sharp. Dudleyas, like most plants in this book, can be easily crushed if you’re not careful. This type of plant also has a thin
white powdery covering that will leave fingerprints if touched. And it also doesn’t like to be watered much. So just put it in the sun and leave it alone and it should be happy. I love nature.
Photo by Viggo Gram.
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Above is the beautiful but difficult to grow variegated echeveria called ‘Compton’s Carousel’.

If you’ve tried and killed a traditional bonsai tree, keep the pot and try a jade, such as Crassula ‘Hobbit’
at left. It has a natural tree-like shape and can live in a confined space.

Bottom: The variegated form of Kalanchoe luciae known as ‘Fantastic’, next to the rare Dudleya
pachyphytum.
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CO N TAI NE R G A R DE N S

Photo: Bob Wigand

Chapter heading 15

Tall, vertical planters can present a challenge to plant. Do you go with a tall plant, or cascading plants? Consider both, as seen here with
an aeonium-themed tandem, including some cascading sedums and senecios.

Container Gardens 19

good here, and I probably should stop whining about
our ‘hardships’ in California. I can feel the sarcastic ‘boo
hoos’ from New York and Ohio as I write this.
If you’re growing soft succulents in pots, you should use
a ‘cactus’ or ‘cactus and succulent’ soil, which should be
a light, fast-draining mix, with a combination of organics
and light material such as perlite or pumice. Succulents
like to get wet, and then dry out in between waterings. A
good watering schedule is once a week, more in times of
high temperatures, and less in cool or rainy weather. In
a typical California winter, assuming we return to those
regularly someday, I don’t water much from November
through March, unless there is a lengthy stretch of
warm, dry weather. In the non-rainy season, try to water
once a week, but most established succulents will survive
a few weeks without water.
Fertilizing can be important, much more so for plants in
containers than in the ground. Potted plants can deplete
the nutrients in the soil after a while, which makes
feeding more important. There are lots of theories
about what to feed and how much. I have always been a
minimalist on babying my plants, which to me is a part of
the appeal of succulents. They are okay with lazy owners.
Fish emulsion fertilizer is good, or almost any plant food
you might own, but whatever the recommended dosage
is, dilute it by at least half. Too much fertilizer is a bit
like bulking them up on steroids, which in the long run
isn’t good for them. Benign semi-neglect is acceptable.
I don’t feed every watering – but more like when I feel
like making the extra effort, or if it looks like some of the
plants are stressed.
To correct for California’s alkaline water, a simple
formula to increase the acidity (sounds bad, but is
actually good) is to add a tablespoon of distilled white vinegar per 5 gallons of tap water. This is not the same as fertilizer,
but should increse the acidity to a better level which will let the plant absorb nutrients more efficiently. You can also add
your properly diluted fertilizer to the same 5 gallons. You don’t need to do this every watering, and I usually water my
collection with overhead watering from the hose with a rain nozzle without that extra step, which I only do occasionally
for some of the more prized plants. And be sure to get them out into the rain when possible. Nothing beats rain water.
Just ask the weeds.
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Don't think of soft succulents as indoor plants. They love sun,
at least up to a point. If you want to enjoy them indoors, or
have to due to your climate, they should occupy the sunniest
window you have – preferably at least a few hours of direct
sun through the glass per day. The farther from the window
you get, the more they will etiolate and stretch, and slowly
lose their color. They may adapt to bright indirect light, but
will look better with some sun. If they have been in a lower
light situation for a long time and you want to let them
recharge their solar batteries, you should slowly phase them
in to being outside in the sun, as they need time to adjust to
the higher light. Sometimes they will burn in the sun if they
don't have time to adjust – so don't assume that they prefer
low light or shade. As pointed out on page 24, they are
making some fantastic fake plastic succulents, which are the
best types for your darker interiors.

So much color and nary a flower in sight. That is a huge part
of the attraction of the soft succulents – permanent, if sometimes seasonally shifting, color!
Right:
Aeonium ‘Kiwi’ in late spring peak hot coloration.

Below: soft, pillowy drifts of Crassula undulata, Golden Jade,
Silver Dollar Jade and Aeonium Zwartkop play together nicely at
Waterwise Botanicals in Bonsall, CA.

Below: an unidentified echeveria hybrid, possible
‘Andromeda’ in tight lavender-pastel crinkly globes.
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Above left is a highly prized variegated form of Echeveria
subsessilis. Above right is unidentifed, perhaps E. pulidonis.
Below left is E. ‘Bluebird, and below right is unidentified
but looks like the species form of E. runyonii.
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Order: Saxifrageles
Family: Crassulaceae
Genus: Pachyphytum
Speices: oviferum

GRAPTOPETALUMS and PACHYPHYTUMS

and graptosedums and pachyverias and sedeverias and graptoverias . . .

The ‘stacked’ crassulas

There are dozens of crassulas that grow with an appearance of leaves being stacked upon each other, with the stems
coming right up the middle of the plant. The primary types are Crassula perforata, Crassula rupestris, and Crassula capitella,
with a few crosses in between. There is a more extensive look at these on the Dave’s Garden website, by Geoff Stein, with
nice photos and more detail than I can go into in this book (although he cops to not being able to cover them all as well).
Those in the rupestris complex have slightly thicker leaves and very ornamental, globeoid pinkish flowers. The perforata
and capitella varieties have much longer, spindly flowers. As with most succulents, strong sunlight will keep them in a
tight, compact form, until they begin to flower. In low-light conditions they will stretch and etiolate into an interesting,
but not quite as eye-pleasing form.

Crassula capitella ‘Baby Necklace’
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There are a number of hybrids and cultivars of the stacked crassulas, but one
of the best is seen at left, a hybrid called ‘Baby Necklace’, occasionally ‘Watch
Chain’. It maintains a tight, compact habit and burgundy coloration. It was
created by legendary plantsman Myron Kimnach in the 1960s, a cross between
C. rupestris v. marnieriana and Crassula perforata. A sport of that cross is called
C. ‘Baby’s Surprise’, with smaller, tighter rounded leaves seen at lower left corner
in the image above.

Crassula perforata

This is likely the most common of the stacked crassulas. The primary form of the plant is a fairly large type, seen above.
There is a more compact cultivar, below center, as well as several variegated forms, one of which is pictured below left.
Don’t confuse the species name ‘perforata’ with Crassula perfoliata, a species name that is associated with the common C.
perfoliata v. falcata (usually referred to as just ‘Crassula falcata’) on page 207.
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Crassula
rupestris
There are several
delightful permutations
of Crassula rupestris, both
naturally occurring and
cultivars. The red-edged
form at left is known as
‘High voltage’. There is
green-and-teal blue form
seen at middle right. The
still colorful example
above right may be closer
to the true species, which
you can see in a spirally
growth form in habitat
on Page 191.
Photo to left: Tina Zucker

Left: Crassula deceptor.

Right: unidentifed, this
one a possible cross of
Crassula pyramidalis.
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Photo by
Len Geiger

Above left: the very alien and biomechanical looking hybrid Crassula ‘Buddah’s Temple’ is an established Myron
Kimnach hybrid of the equally impressive Crassula pyramidalis with Crassula perfoliata. Above right is Crassula capitella ssp.
thyrsiflora ssp. ‘Red Pagoda’ (large form) in its’ highly (and temporarily) compact red stage. This plant is also sometimes
called Crassula corymbulosa ‘Shark’s Tooth’. Some plants are blessed with too many names for their own good. Both images
below are from the wonderful C. falcata cross known as ‘Morgan’s Beauty’ or ‘Morgan’s Pink’. It is susceptible to brown
‘rust’ spots over time however.
Photo by
John Traeger
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Crassula muscosa

I have mixed emotions about this prolific little succulent semi-weed. Pieces tend to crumble off and selfpropagate, so beware where you plant it. There are quite a few forms, including a large form (above
right), a dainty miniature form, a monstrose form (above left), a regular form, (background image), even
a whitish variegated form (middle), and a crested form, which I used to have but sold it by mistake and
can’t find a picture of. It has very tiny chartreuse yellow flowers that have a distinct odor. The species
name changed to the rather unpleasant name here, but was formerly known as Crassula lycopoidioides,
which was one of my favorites to pronounce, which has an extra syllable hiding in there. The Latin
‘muscosa’ refers to ‘moss’, which the plant can look like from afar.

Crassula streyi
Crassula streyi is a gorgeous plant (left), with glossy green
veined leaves with a deep burgundy underside. My
experience is that it is not an easy grower, or we would see
many more large specimens of this plant around. I think it is
more of a greenhouse plant unfortunately.

Crassula tetragona
Sometimes referred to as the ‘miniature pine tree’ for its’
somewhat bonsai feel (right), this long-established succulent
is very easy to grow and propagate. Older specimens
typically grow to several feet in height, but as the stem sheds
the lower leaves, it can get a bit weedy and unkempt looking.
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Kalanchoe orgyalis
This two-tone beauty grows into a
small shrub, up to several feet high
and across. Sometimes called the
‘pottery plant’, likely due to its terra
cotta coloring, or ‘Copper Spoons’, it
exhibits a golden cinnamon color on
the upper side of its felty leaves, with
a more brown-gray underside to the
leaf. The upper sides will eventually
fade to the same color as the bottom
as the leaf ages, but new growth
always provides the richer color. It
flowers with yellow flowers in the
spring. Generally pronounced with
a hard ‘g’, some folks get a kick out of
the name, which is actually derived
from a Greek word describing the
plant’s size.
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The species name ‘tomentosa’ translates
to ‘hairy’, which applies to several other
kalanchoes but has found a home with this little
beauty, also called the ‘panda plant’ due to its
fuzzy hugginess. The primary white type with
brown leaf-edge spots is seen at right. It can
become a small-to-mid sized plant, perhaps
a foot or two in diameter, after a few years.
There is a brown variety, below right, called the
‘chocolate panda’ or sometimes the ‘chocolate
soldier’. Another less-seen cultivar is the largerleaved white variety seen left below, which has
attractive bright golden brown markings on
the newer leaf edges, which fade over time to
a darker color, giving it a two-tone appearance.
There are some rare cultivars, such as ‘Super
Fuzzy’ and ‘Golden Girl’, and more that are
in the realm of collector plants. Like the other
velvety kalanchoes, flower stalks are also fuzzy,
with small burgundy flowers opening at the tips
of the stalks, best appreciated up close (center
image). Care and propagation is easy, as a new
plant will sprout from a leaf base.

Kalanchoe
tomentosa
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Top left: the miniature Kalanchoe rhombopilosa, a little container curiosity. Middle Right: This plant has to be Kalanchoe
laetivirens because the tag at the Huntington Botanic Garden says so. The plant at top right is unidentified, but has a
similar flower and is likely the same. The winter dusky rose flower stalks are tall and relatively long-lasting.

Above and at left in flower is a recently introduced compact
kalanchoe, K. laxiflorus ssp. violacea.
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Kalanchoe marmorata

Also known by the colloquial name ‘the Pen-Wipe Plant’ the Latin
in this name (‘marmorata’) refers to the spotted leaves. There are
cultivars of the same plant with almost no spots, seen below left. The
spotless form usually exhibits extra large leaves as well. Most forms
of K. marmorata form a nice full bush, a few feet across and high, with
impressive, large white star shaped flowers in winter through spring.
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Kalanchoe daigremontiana
‘Parsel Tongue’

A ‘Mother of Millions’ kalanchoe
sending new plantlets down the
assembly line.
Photo:
John Trager

Kalanchoe gastonis-bonnieri is a nice and somewhat exoticlooking creature that will develop little plantlets at the leaf tips
only, as seen at top – more like a ‘mother of a couple at a time’. It
nevertheless follows the same asexual reproduction as the other
plants seen on these pages, and is an excellent hanging basket
candidate.
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Bottom right is Kalanchoe (Bryophyllum) tubiflora, one of the most
aggressive, or prolific if you
prefer, of the ‘mother of millions’
kalanchoes. Plantlets from leaf tips
have invaded the pot of aloe vera
and are threatening to choke it
out. The at one time solitary aloe
might eventually lose the battle to
the invading hoard of newcomers.
If it weren’t so invasive, I’d
recommend the plant, as it has a
nicely patterned leaf and pretty
red bell flowers in winter. But once
you have one, you’ll never get red
of them. Consider yourself warned.

Order: Saxifragales
Family: Crassulaceae
Genus: Cotyledon
Species: orbiculata

COTYLEDONS

Most people pronounce this genus
name as ‘Kaht-uh-LEE-dun’, although
you will occasionally hear it as ‘KahTILL-uh-dawn (like a dinosaur name).

C

otyledons are generally soft-leaved, shrubby
succulents, some with very white, powdery
leaves. They are mostly mid-size plants that
are excellent in the landscape, although some can get
woody and unkempt after a number of years. Most have
attractive, pendulous bell flowers on tall stalks in the
winter to spring months. Most cotyledons in cultivation
are from Africa and do well in mediterranean climates.
If you google ‘cotyledon’, usually the first thing that
shows up for that word is an entirely different subject.
The same word refers to the the first embryonic leaf of a
seed-bearing plant, which will sound familiar to anyone
that has studied Botany 101.
In cultivation, nearly all of the various forms of cotyledon
available are all subspecies or regional forms (and
now hybrids of) Cotyledon orbiculata. There are several
forms with attractive undulating leaves, which used to
be divided into the species C. undulata, but now are all
subsumed into C. orbiculata (f. undulata).
The three varieties shown on this page are all varying
forms of Cotyledon orbiculata. The plant below left is an
African habitat image by Jeremy Spath.
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Above left: there are several tubular-leaved varieties of C. orbiculata. Most are tagged as C. orbiculata v. oblanga or flaniganii.
There are also cultivar names such as ‘Happy Dancing Girl’, v. ‘Flavida’, ‘Lady Fingers, etc. I’m not sure there is much
consensus on which is which. Above right is a very white form, perhaps v. dinteri. Below right is a new cultivar called
‘Mint Truffels’. Notice the resemblance to Kalanchoe synsepala on page 258. There is a bit of convergent evolution in the
succulent world. Below left is the very attractive cultivar known as ‘Elk horn’. The elk horn shape doesn’t seem to be
stable, as I’ve seen some revert to more cylindrical leaves at times.
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Cotyledon macrantha

The technically correct name for this plant is Cotyledon orbiculata v. oblonga macrantha, but who wants to say all that? I’ve always
called it the big green cotyledon. It has attractive, large red/orange hanging bell flower clusters from winter into spring, and is
very durable and long established in California. Like many succulents, it is very drought tolerant, but will look full and lush if
watered more. It can form a fairly good-sized clump, almost a hedge over time, and is easy to grow from cuttings. Perhaps not
a feature specimen plant, it can be an excellent background framing element in a succulent garden, in the same vein as how
many large jades can function.

Cotyledon
ladismithensis

The
precious
‘Bear
Paws’ plant, Cotyledon
ladismithensis. The attractive variegated form is
shown here. There is a
similar species called
Cotyledont tomentosa.
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Above left: a tubular leaved form of Cotyledon orbiculata, sometimes called ‘Ladyfingers’, exhibiting seasonal purple tips.
Above center is one of the finest forms of f. undulata. Far right image is the more rare Cotyledon sinus-alexandrii. It forms a
dense little mound of tightly packed, balloon-like green ‘leaves’, and is summer dormant, shedding all leaves and looking
sort of dead. It will wake up in spring with very nice purple-white flowers, followed by new leaves.

Below are two nice white-foliaged forms of Cotyledon orbiculata. The plant on the left is probably the whitest iteration, and
the plant on the right is one of several that exhibit nice burgundy leaf edging.
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Tylecodons
A closely related group are the tylecodons, which are a bit more on
the slow-growing, collector side of the hobby, and can make nice
container or bonsai plants. The word ‘tylecodon’ is an anagram of
cotyledon, and these plants were spun off from that related genus
some time ago. They behave quite differently, primarily in the
tylecodons being winter-growing, summer deciduous plants.

By contrast, cotyledons are usually evergreen, maintaining leaves
year-round. Tylecodons usually begin to flower as the leaves fall
in late spring. They can be quite stunning sculptural plants, many
offering a bonsai appeal. The most common is Tylecodon paniculata,
above. At left are smooth-trunked hybrids of T. wallichii, which has
similar leaves in the true species form, but with a knobby or spiky
trunk structure.
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Tylecodon wallichii
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Sansevierias

Sansieverias, or at least a handful of them, have long been considered houseplants, but in fact most can be seen as soft
succulents. Usually used as a potted plant, they can be used effectively in the landscape as well, providing an almost
tropical feel. The various wide-bladed plants are most frequently encountered, particular S. trifasciata above right, but
there are a handful of sharp and cylindrical forms that have a desert/architectural appeal. Flowers appear on vertical
stems from the base of the plant, and are often sweetly fragrant.
Pedilanthus tithymaloides

Xercosicyos danguyi

Left: This round-leaved climber is also
called the Penny Plant or the Silver
Dollar Vine. It is a dry-climate vining
plant from an arid part of Madagascar,
with small spring yellowish flowers as
seen here. It does best with climbing
support, and once established can
cover quite a bit of fence.
Right: Many of the plants in the
genus pedilanthus have a more arid
and stark appeal, similar to a number
of desert euphorbias. There are a few
that are more leafy and almost tropical
in appearance, such as the variegated
P. tithymaloides, seen at right, which
comes in several different iterations.
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ow, you made it this far and are reading my
closing notes? Thank you, you’re my kind of
reader. Wait, you’re not the type that starts from
the back are you? Well, however you got here, I hope you
enjoyed the images and the words I squeezed in between
them. This book has been a lot of fun to put together, and
it was really hard to stop at my predetermined page count.
It is astounding how many appealing shapes and colors
succulents have evolved into in their time on the planet. And
they, or their probably equally beautiful forerunners, existed
as gorgeous specimens of living art long before modern
humans with any ability to appreciate them as such came
about. Maybe some early mammal took a sidelong glance
and thought ‘that’s cool’. And then took a bite, because what
else were plants good for? Well, there’s fixing carbon and
providing oxygen and all that, and most serve an ecological
purpose in their native habitat. But for us, they are beautiful
representatives of glorious nature to keep in captivity as
our little ornamental marvels. They make us happy. And of
course we do what humans do – mess around with nature
and conjure up new creatures that never would have existed
without our help. By the time you read this, there will be a
few more succulent novelties that will have hit the market.
Hunting down and photographing my favorite plants in
their suburban habitat has become a bit of an addiction for
me. Finding and photographing the softies for this book
helped me transition from the aloe and agave images I had
been collecting the previous few years for that book. My
targets for the next book will be the spiny and sculptural
euphorbias, cacti, and other desert icons that are also
prominent players in California landscapes. I hope the
spines won’t scare you off – there are some amazing plants
in that large and loosely defined category.
After working your way through this book, I hope you have
a better handle on some of the plants you have or may have
seen in your neighborhood. Go explore your local botanical
garden, or just keep an eye out as you’re cruising around
town for all the succulents decorating residential and
commercial areas. Some of these images here were taken
just that way. I had to pull over, get out of the car, and snap
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a picture. A few I shot right out of the window. There is a succulent garden I walk past with my dog daily, planted
long ago by the house’s previous owner, that is just evolving wonderfully on its own with little apparent help from the
new owner. Large clumps of Catlin aeoniums expand, contract, and bloom at various times of the year, an agave will
occasionally bloom out, to be replaced by its pups – it is just a wonderful piece of introduced nature that is now doing its’
thing by itself, appreciated by the few of us with the eye and inclination to watch it evolve. I do pull a few weeds every
now and then.
Lastly, keep an eye out for the annual show and sale put on by your local cactus and succulent society – or better yet,
join it. You’ll meet a lot of happy and enthusiastic fellow nature lovers. And, I speak from experience here, support your
local small or independent nursery. That is where you might find the rare or unusual plants you’ve been looking for.
You need us and we need you!
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